






Walk through life
with camino
El Camino Real, “The King's Highway,” is a historic road 

connecting Mexico and California. We are inspired by all the 

wondrous journeys that have taken place along this road.   

Each design in camino represents those precious memories. 

We hope to convey the memories of images, scenery and 

emotions through our design. 

Fusion, the core concept of camino,is inspired by the 

diverse backgrounds of our team. We grew up in different 

countries with different  life experiences. Each of us brought 

along a piece of our world into the spirit of camino. Fusion 

is also the principle of our material choices. Through various 

materials, every camino design represents the unique 

perspectives and displays the unique trace of our lives.  

Drawing inspiration from every encounter, we continue on 

our journeys to creating our own “King’s Highway” .

Walk through life
with camino
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The word “camino” means path in Spanish. As global citizens, we often 

travel between countries and cities. We settle around the world and 

keep pursuing our dreams. Yet while we are amazed by the wonders of 

the world, we still have the longing for belonging.

Therefore, “camino" was born for every "urban traveller.”  The designs 

in camino are connected by the central motif of providing "accessories 

for primary living spaces" and "centerpieces for secondary room ”. 

Lightweight and easy to carry camino’s items will fit seamlessly into your 

drifting lifestyle and give you a sense of belonging.

In camino, each of us is able to find our true self in our design. We hope 

you can also see yourself in camino and be empowered to embark on 

your own journey.
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DOLORES CLOTHES RACK
06.-07.
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OBISPO BENCH
08.-09.

Fall in love once 
          you set foot in the door. 

0 5
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Designed sleek and slim for efficient use of space. Hang coats, 

purses, hats, bags without having to endure a chunky and 

heavy closet. With a glamorous full-length mirror attached by 

attractive leather straps, DOLORES is not only a clothing 

storage unit but a stylish mini dressing area. Pick an outfit for 

your day. Looking sharp and fresh is no longer a tough task.

DOLORES
CLOTHES RACK

A few carefully selected
classic items beat a forgettable
pile of average.
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A bench.A coffee table. With the seat cushion on 

top, one OBISPO alone functions as a comfortable 

seat and a side table for placing your coffee and 

books. Place different heights of OBISPO next to 

each other to compose a charming casual area. 

OBISPO
BENCH
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“
Unlimited possibilities
in a simple piece of furniture.
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SANTA CONTAINER
14.-15.

CARMEL COFFEE TABLE
12.-13.

Home 
     is where you are.
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DIEGO CONTAINER
16.-17.

VENTURA CANDLE HOLDER
18.-19.

1 1



Big or small, as a coffee table or as a side table, each CARMEL 

stands as a distinguished addition in your room. In living room, it 

circles a perfect spot for your guests to enjoy snacks and drinks. In 

bedroom, it creates a comforting and relaxing circle for your own.

CARMEL
COFFEE TABLE
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Taste a moment of bliss.

1 3
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Take a moment away from the busy life 
to appreciate every leaf and every petal.
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Sharp and refined lines bring out the organic 

energy of the nature. Macaron colors are here 

to melt your heart while shiny metal finishes 

make everything chill and sharp.

An attractive storage style for your stationery or 

cosmetic accessories. It also makes a striking 

vase for a bouquet of blossoms.

SANTA
CONTAINER
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Embodying the core spirit of camino, the design showcases 

a dynamic fusion with the creative use of mixed materials.

Bold eye appeal accentuated by the contrasting mixed 

materials. The sculptural brass lid and richly grained oak wood 

make one surprising perfect pair. The creative use of natural 

material carries the adventurous vibe wherever it is placed. 

Comes in four different sizes with various materials and colors, 

DIEGO Container will conceal your precious items with glamor.

DIEGO
CONTAINER
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Conceal the precious mementos
 of your adventures here.



Lighten up every dim corner
and every dull moment.
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Arrange VENTURA of different materials, shapes, colors to 

get the maximum fun. Modern industrial design makes one 

distinct profile. Classic taper holder, simple and elegant. 

Pastel double candle holder, refreshing and fun. Group 

different VENTURA at varying heights for a handsome vibe.

VENTURA
CANDLE HOLDER
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BARBARA MIRROR
24.-25.

BUENA DESK & SHELF
22.-23.
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LUIS STATIONARY 
26.-29.

REY BOX
30.-31.

A tranquil moment to clear your mind 
before another adventure. 
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Reading one of your favorite books, 

surrounded by your favorite plants, 

is a simple yet precious joy. 

BUENA 
DESK & SHELF

2 2



The gaps between metal frames depict the paths you have 

explored. The design of frames also prevents your objects from 

falling off the edges while adding edge to your room. 

The refined leg design strikes a slim profile to fit in cozy spaces.

A perfect little place 
for you to capture 
all of your wild imagination. 
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Round mirror with a glossy magnetic message board 

attached, BARBARA’s unique design is perfect for the 

entryway, bedroom, or living room. The soft, rounded edges 

provide a soothing atmosphere that can blend in any room.

Leave some lovely messages for others or yourself while 

looking good in the mirror. Simple yet elegant, there’s no 

better daily ritual than this.

BARBARA
MIRROR

A reflection, a reminder, 
done in a playful way.
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Organize your stationery in the 

laid-back style. Declutter your 

space and mind with ease. 

LUIS 
STATIONERY
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Capture the everyday inspiration.
Piece together a vision right on your desk.
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The rich natural texture of concrete, harmonized with muted 

pastels and soft curves, is one satisfying visual statement.

Every piece can stand out solo handsomely or be coordinated 

together in all the creative ways you can imagine.



3 0  

Multiple forms and colors to fit various storage 

solutions, REY Container’s minimalist, stack-

able, and modular design makes it a master-

piece of chic storage. Stand solo gracefully or 

stack on top of each other to create a dynamic 

storage space. 

Made of solid wood, the warm texture and the 

sharp profile make REY a great companion for 

your stationery and accessories.

REY 
BOX
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Conceal or reveal? 
Tidying up and organizing is an art.



BENITO  BASKET
36.-37.

CRUZ HANGER
34.-35.
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FRANCIA  CERAMICS
38.-39.

RAFAEL STACKING BOWLS
40.-43.

Flavor up 
           your life.
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A wonderfully versatile design that combines a floating 

shelf and clothes hanger bars. Who knew a storage 

item could make a great accent piece too?

CRUZ 
HANGER

3 4



Perfect for bedroom and entryway, it’s a mini 

wardrobe with a gorgeous shelf on top for your 

favorite books, plants, and decorative accessories. 

It’s also a beautiful fit to your kitchen for hanging 

cookware and utensils with the hanger bars and 

placing condiment jars on the shelf. Run your 

imagination wild to enrich your wall space with 

Cruz Wall Hanger.

Two storage solutions,
one elegant display. 
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Fresh colors and bold wires craft this light and airy basket 

for your dining area, entry room, living room, and more.

Two heights to suit your need. BENITO is a versatile vessel 

that can be filled with fruit and ingredients or used as a 

side table catch-all.

BENITO 
BASKET
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Displaying minimalism 
in one splendid basket.
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FRANCIA
CERAMICS
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Modern and subtle, expressive and simple, FRANCIA exudes its 

unique elegance with its idiosyncratic form, standing calmly as 

a friendly reminder to slow down and enjoy the present.

A cup of tea. 
A bouquet of flowers.
A morning for yourself.

“
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Oak and terrazzo mix to compose the 

extraordinary natural texture for the 

trendiest look.

A set of two with three sizes to choose 

from. Whether grouped together or 

scattered down the table, the adapt-

able RAFAEL accentuates your precious 

items with a help of its unique charm. 

RAFAEL 
STACKING BOWLS
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Stone and wood flow together, 
like an enchanting concerto, 
pitch-perfect in all aspects.

“
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Sleek oak cylinders come with two types of top to fit your style: terrazzo 

for the authentic, glossy metal for the chic. Two distinctive styles for 

both paper towel holder and salt-pepper mill set.  Clean and simple, 

RAFAEL is the perfect match for all your culinary creations.

Let’s prepare a feast for the eyes and palate with RAFAEL on your side.

 

RAFAEL
DINING
ACCESSORIES
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Add a little spice to your life 
with a sprinkle of texture and character.

“
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FERNANDO FLOOR LAMP
46.-47.

4 4



SOLANO LAMP
48.-49.

INTERLACED SCREEN & LAMP
50.-53.

Light brings in the warmth 
a home needs.
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As both a unique lighting device and a captivating sculpture, it will instantly 

become a conversational piece in your space. Additionally, with the soothing 

fading light, it creates an ambience that can warm you up and calm you 

down. Whether it’s family and friends time in living room or me-time in 

bedroom, FERNANDO will give you the most fun and relaxing time.

FERNANDO
FLOOR LAMP

Shine the road ahead, 
leave a light behind.
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Bubble-shaped SOLANO creates the childlike wonder with 

gentle and smooth curves, naive and sentimental, taking you to 

see the world through the eyes of your inner child.

Three types of wands to keep the bubble from dropping: black 

marble, white marble, and oak. Display your favorite things inside 

the bubble with the light.

SOLANO
BUBBLE LAMP

Dust off your childhood wonder.
Retrieve the authentic self.

4 8
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 PRODUCT  INFORMATION





Product Name BARBARA1 A BARBARA1B 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

500X24X948 500X24X948 

Finish & Color grey/ yellow/ oak pink/ prune/ oak 

Item No. CM12001 CM12002 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 
Item No. CM12005 CM12006 CM12007

BAUTISTA1 BAUTISTA2 BAUTISTA3 

400X40X400 400X40X800 400X40X1700 

copper brass black 

BARBARA MIRROR 

BAUTISTA MIRROR 



BUENA1A BUENA 1B 

1000X600X840 1000X600X840 

oak/ grey oak/ black smoked 

CM12010 CM12011 

BUENA2A BUENA 2B 

900X210X90 900X210X90 

oak/ grey oak/ black smoked 

CM12012 CM12013 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 
Item No. 

BUENA DESK 

BUENA SHELF



Product Name CLARA1A CLARA2A

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Ø440+20X40 Ø440+20X40

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM120020 CM120021 

Product Name CLARA1C CLARA1D

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Ø440+20X40 Ø440+20X40

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12022 CM12023 

Product Name CLARA2A

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Ø440X40

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12024 

CLARA CLOCK



Ø400+20X312

Ø700+40X402 Ø700+40X402

Ø400+20X312

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12015 CM12016 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

CARMEL2A CARMEL2B 

CM12017 CM12018

CARMEL COFFEE TABLE



CRUZ1A CRUZ1B 

900X210X100 900X210X100 

DOLORES 1A DOLORES 1B 

grey/ oak black/ smoked oak 

CM12025 CM12026 

CM12030 CM12031

1325X400X1725 1325X400X1725 

black/ smoked oak grey/ oak 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

CRUZ HANGER

DOLORES CLOTHING RACK



Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12040 CM12041

GABRIEL2A GABRIEL2B

1200X400X850 1200X400X850 

CM12037 CM12038 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

GABRIEL CHEST

GABRIEL SHELF



Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

1200X400X430 1200X400X430

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12042 CM12043

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 
Item No. 

1200X400X300 

CM12044 CM12045 

OBISPO 1A OBISPO 1B 

OBISPO 2A OBISPO 2B 

1200X400X300 

OBISPO BENCH

OBISPO LOW BENCH



Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 
Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12046 CM12047 CM12048

FERNANDO1A FERNANDO1B FERNANDO1C 

Ø475X685 Ø475X685 Ø475X685 

brass copper black  

CM12049

FERNANDO2A

Ø475X685 

pink

CM12050

FERNANDO2B

Ø475X685 

grey

FERNANDO FLOOR LAMP 



oak / brass smoked oak / copper smoked oak / yellow

Product Name DIEGO2A

DIEGO3A

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Ø240X100

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12058 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12055 CM12056 CM12057

DIEGO1A DIEGO1B DIEGO1C 

Ø110X66 Ø110X66 Ø110X66

blue

Ø80X116

CM12059

terracotta/ brass 

DIEGO4A

CM12060 

Ø160X180

concrete/ petroleum

DIEGO CONTAINER 



Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12061 CM12062 CM12063

SANTA1A SANTA1B SANTA1C 

80X80X123 80X80X123 80X80X123

pink/  oak grey/  oak blue/  oak

pink/  oak/ glass grey/  oak/ glass blue/  oak/ glass

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12064 CM12065 CM12066

SANTA2A SANTA2B SANTA2C 

80X80X208 80X80X208 80X80X208

CM12067

SANTA3A

130X120X258 

CM12068

SANTA3B

130X120X258 

copper/  oak/  glass brass/  oak/  glass

SANTA CONTAINER



oak/ brass

smoked oak/ black smoked oak/ copper

oak/ brass

JOSE2A

JOSE3A

726X246X24

476X49

CM12079

CM12078

JOSE1A

220X140X15

526X376X49

CM12080 CM12081

JOSE4A

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 
Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

JOSE TRAY



oak/ petroleum

oak/ grey

grey/ pink pink/ grey

smoked oak/ pink

smoked oak/ petroleum

smoked oak/ petroleum

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12072

REY2A

200X100X53 

CM12073

REY2B

200X100X53 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 
Item No. CM12070

REY1A

100X100X53 

CM12071

REY1B

100X100X53

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12074

REY3A

400X200X103 

REY4A

CM12075 

100X100X103 

REY5A

CM12076

100X100X203 

REY BOX



oak /  brass 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12082 CM12083 CM12084

INES1A INES1B INES1C 

Ø130X50 Ø130X50 Ø130X50

smoked oak /  grey smoked oak /  copper smoked oak /  petroleum

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12085 CM12086 CM12087

INES1D INES1E INES1F 

Ø130X50 Ø130X50 Ø130X50

oak /  yellow oak /  pink 

INES CANDLE HOLDER



blue

brass

petroleumpink

prune

copper white

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12090

VENTURA1A

90X90X41 

CM12091

VENTURA1B

90X90X41 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12092 CM12093 CM12094

VENTURA2A VENTURA2B VENTURA2C 

90X90X96 90X90X96 90X90X96

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12095

VENTURA3A

90X90X96

CM12096

VENTURA4B

90X90X96

VENTURA CANDLE HOLDER



black /  beech

white/  beech white/  beech white/  beech

black /  beech black /  beech

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

250X600X2000

250X600X2000

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12101

CM12102

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

250X110X1450 

CM12103

CM12104

INTERLACED1A 

INTERLACED1B 

INTERLACED2A 

INTERLACED2B 

250X110X1450 

250X800X1650

250X800X1650

CM12105

CM12106

INTERLACED3A 

INTERLACED3B 

INTERLACED SCREEN & LIGHTING



oak/  copper

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

500X410X774

CM12107 CM12108

GRACEFULREINA1A GRACEFULREINA2A 

500X410X774

oak/  copper

oak/  copper

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

513X410X774

CM12109 CM12110

GRACEFULREINA2A GRACEFULREINA2B 

513X410X774

oak/  copper

GRACEFUL REINA CHAIR



oak/  copper

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Ø700X645

CM12111 CM12112

GRACEFULREINA3A GRACEFULREINA3B 

Ø700X726

oak/  copper

CM12113

GRACEFULREINA3C 

Ø700X916

oak/  copper

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

1012X400X450

CM12114

GRACEFULREINA4A 

oak/  copper

GRACEFUL REINA TABLE



green/ oak 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Ø290X226

CM12130 CM12131

BENITO1A BENITO1B 

Ø290X226 

pink/ oak 

green/ oak 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Ø290X132

CM12132 CM12133

BENITO2A BENITO2B 

Ø290X132 

pink/ oak 

BENITO BASKET



cobalt

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

cup - Ø75X64
saucer - Ø130X14

cup - Ø75X64
saucer - Ø130X14

CM12306 CM12307

FRANCIA2A FRANCIA2B 

pink 

green

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

86X88X110

CM12301 CM12302

FRANCIA1A FRANCIA1B 

86X88X110

cobalt

CM12303

FRANCIA1C 

86X88X110

pink

FRANCIA TEA CUP & SAUCER

FRANCIA MUG



Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

138X190X150

CM12313

FRANCIA3A 

cobalt

CM12310

FRANCIA4A 

green

CM12316

FRANCIA5A FRANCIA6A 

pink 

Item No. 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Ø200X165

CM12319

cobalt

Ø172X330

FRANCIA TEA POT / WATER PITCHER

FRANCIA VASE

Ø123X 228



Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

Ø62.5X188

CM12127 CM12128

RAFAEL2A RAFAEL2B 

Ø62.5X188

black oak/ black

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12125 CM12126

RAFAEL1A RAFAEL1B 

Ø140X345

oak/ brass

oak/ black oak/ beige

Ø140X345

RAFAEL SALT & PEPPER MILL

RAFAEL PAPER TOWEL HOLDER



gray/ oak

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12136 CM12139

RAFAEL3A RAFAEL3B 

Ø300X30

beige/ smoked oak

Ø281X30

gray/ oak

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12137 CM12140

RAFAEL4A RAFAEL4B 

Ø2500X55

beige/ smoked oak

Ø231X55

gray/ oak

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12138 CM12141

RAFAEL5A RAFAEL5B 

Ø200X80

beige/ smoked oak

Ø181X80

RAFAEL STACKING BOWLS  



petroleum

pink

green

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

195X195X37

CM12151

LUIS1A 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

195X195X95

CM12153

LUIS2A 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

328X192X28

CM12155

LUIS3A 

LUIS TAPE DESPENCER

LUIS PENCIL CUP

LUIS PENCIL TRAY



prune

black white oak

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. 

365X275X55

CM12157

LUIS4A 

Product Name 

Size 
 H XW X L (mm) 

Finish & Color 

Item No. CM12064 CM12065 CM12066

SOLANO1A SOLANO1B SOLANO1C 

Ø300X480 Ø300X480 Ø300X480

LUIS LETTER TRAY

SOLANO LAMP



5 0



5 1

A quiet night with only you
and the moonlight,
always reminds you of home.

“



5 2

After observing moonlight shining through a screen window in 

a traditional Chinese house, the designer Vii Chen was inspired 

to create an image that simulates the serene and nostalgic 

atmosphere. INTERLACED Screen & Lamp vividly portrays that 

nostalgia invoked by those breezy and moonlight-filled nights 

for every modern nomad around the world.



5 3

The critically-acclaimed INTERLACED Screen & Lamp series 

includes three wire mesh screens of different shapes that allow 

users to diffuse the light as they wish. Inspired by the movement 

of moonlight shining through a screen window, INTERLACED 

offers unlimited possibilities to orchestrate, experiment, and 

design the interaction between light and shadow. It is a mini 

light art installation that makes everyone an artist.

INTERLACED
SCREEN & LAMP



GRACEFUL REINA TABLE & CHAIR  
56.-59.

5 4

Indulge yourself in here.



INES CANDLE HOLDER
62.-63.

CLARA CLOCK 
60.-61.

5 5



5 05 6

The chair can be used as a dining chair, a 

desk chair or even a side table. Three tables 

of various heights to match your needs for a 

coffee table or a dining table. Counter-height 

table will stand handsomely in your kitchen. 

Long bench makes a great sitting area for a 

party and a spacious coffee table as well.

GRACEFUL
TABLE & CHAIR



5 15 7

“
Naturally impeccable.



5 8

GRACEFUL REINA interprets the iconic style 

with eye-catching twists. The expertly crafted 

curved frame strikes a sophisticated balance 

between wood and metal. Every piece in the 

series demonstrates elegance with a bold, 

beautiful, and mesmerizing statement.



5 9

Whether it’s for business or home, GRACEFUL REINA is a tour de force 

that will stand out in any space gracefully. For commercial spaces, the 

striking beauty and the distinctive character make GRACEFUL REINA  

stand out nicely in restaurants, cafes, lounges, and hotels.



5 06 0

Carpe diem, 
time is on your side.

“



5 16 1

Time is now told with a style and five colors. Sophisti-

cated as natural wood, enchanting as pastel colors, 

or charismatic as concrete, which CLARA character-

istic fits your wall? CLARA can be hung on wall or 

stand magnificently on floor and on chest. 

CLARA captures the movement of every moment.

CLARA
CLOCK



6 2

Modern minimalism and geometric elements depict a wistful notion 

of a retro oil lamp. The rustic warmth of old times is captured in one 

refined shape. Bring in a simple aesthetic ritual to your lifestyle.

Set up a candle-lit dinner table, bed, or bath for a romantic evening 

at home. Even a regular Tuesday can feel like honeymoon.

INES
CANDLE HOLDER



6 3

“
A provider of heat and light, 

a holder of fun and joy.



GABRIEL SHELF & CHEST 
66.-67.

6 4



BAUTISTA MIRROR
68.-69.

JOSE TRAY
70.-73.

6 5

Where the diverse styles
of life are appreciated. 



6 6

No matter where it stands, GABRIEL brings style and function into the 

space.GABRIEL Shelves create a perfect stage for your belongings.

The height is adjustable by simply adding or removing shelves 

according to your needs. GABRIEL Chest is versatile in every way 

imaginable. Store your precious goods behind the colorful aluminum 

sliding doors and display your eye-catching items on top. You can 

also stack GABRIEL Shelves on top for maximum storage and style.

“
Adaptable and stackable, balancing 
the material and spiritual in your life.
 

GABRIEL
SHELVES & CHEST



6 7



5 66 8
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Style up your entryway and bedroom with the subtle glory of 

this mirror. Place multiple mirrors together on your gallery wall, 

horizontally or vertically, creating a vibrant image. To hang or 

lean, BAUTISTA adds dimension to any space effortlessly.

Piece together to see the reflection 
of all these precious moments in you.

“

BAUTISTA
MIRROR
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JOSE
TRAY
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JOSE Tray comes in four different sizes and shapes that 

serve for different occasions. As a serving tray, an accesso-

ries organizer, or a decorative piece to display candles and 

flowers, JOSE Tray is a versatile work of art that completes 

the look in any space with its modern aesthetic.
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Every piece is made of solid oak with either natural or smoked finish. The logo of 

camino engraved at the bottom gives the sophisticated look. Aside from being used 

as a handle, the metal-plated railing designed to highlight anything on display. 
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A feast that serves style, charm, 
also anything tasty.

“
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Immersed in the creative diversity,

the spirit of camino is modern yet sophisticated. 

DESIGNER
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Hans Thyge & Co.
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Hans Thyge is a member of the National Danish Academy and the 

founder of Hans Thyge & Co. With a team of talented young 

designers, together they carry a truckload of tradition and breaking 

new designs.

In camino’s proposal,  with our founder Alex’s background, we have 

given HANS collection a style that is a mix between typical Ameri-

can vintage, high tech and Nordic pure and simple expression. 

“ Design is about understanding and observing 
space,time, texture, sound movement.”



Vii CHEN
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Vii CHEN is a world-renowned designer based in Taiwan. She aims 

to develop experimental design with “Symbiotic Emotion” as the core 

concept. Her innovative works have received over 20 international 

accolades, including Red Dot in Germany, iF Design Award, Salone-

satellite, GD in Japan, DFA Design for Asia Award, and more.

She is a master of observing the aesthetics of everyday life. By 

focusing on the utilization of natural materials and extension of 

production techniques, she creates sensory experience in her works.

“Leverage on the physical experience between user 
and object to evoke the symbiotic emotion.”



STUDIO PASTINA 
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Vii CHEN is a world-renowned designer based in Taiwan. She aims 

to develop experimental design with “Symbiotic Emotion” as the core 

concept. Her innovative works have received over 20 international 

accolades, including Red Dot in Germany, iF Design Award, Salone-

satellite, GD in Japan, DFA Design for Asia Award, and more.

She is a master of observing the aesthetics of everyday life. By 

focusing on the utilization of natural materials and extension of 

production techniques, she creates sensory experience in her works.

Studio Pastina is an Italian design team that was founded in Roma in 

2012. With their unique identity and style, Studio Pastina creates 

highly original furniture, object, and interior design that can be 

easily integrated into everyday living.

Pastina’s work has been exhibited at various international design 

fairs and exhibitions, including Salone del Mobile, Ambiente, and La 

Biennale di Venezia. Their work has also been featured in prominent 

publications throughout the world.

“Design is not about following a trend, 
but it’s the chance to build a process.” 



Find life inspiration in every 

piece of each world.

No matter which route you take 

and no matter where you stop, 

camino is always here with you 

to build the home in your heart.

 



camino-home.myshopify.com

Tel / +1 714 288 2005
Fax / +1 714 288 2712

Email / service@camino.biz
Facebook @camino.biz

Instagram @caminohome
WeChat / caminohome








